
Nine Problems with the Xcel proposals:   
1. It is highly unlikely that the partnership with Xcel will help  

Boulder meet its climate goal of 100% Renewable Energy by 2030. 
n Colorado state law requires that Xcel reduce its greenhouse gases by 80%  

compared to 2005 levels, anything over that is unlikely.  Xcel plans to meet the 
state goal using more fracked fossil gas (natural gas), along with only 70% or less 
renewable energy.  Xcel’s energy mix will be our electricity mix. 

n The City of Boulder would have to finance the renewable energy resources 
needed to close the gap to 100%, likely many millions of dollars, while continuing 
to pay our Xcel bills, including their profits. 

2. The new Franchise Agreement is NOT a good deal for Boulder, and 
offers less opportunity to invest in renewables.   
n Not a good deal economically — Boulder will be locked into paying Xcel rates.  We will miss the chance to  

access the competitive renewable energy market which would reduce electricity costs. 
n Not a good deal for the climate — Boulder will be stuck with Xcel’s fossil fuel-heavy energy mix for the  

foreseeable future, and hobbled by its slow-to-innovate, centralized, and profit-driven business model. 
n Not a good deal for equity — Xcel’s rate structure is NOT “equitable.” Lower income people pay a higher  

percentage of their income for electricity than upper income people and there is scant access to renewable energy 
or financial support for energy costs.  Low income neighborhoods suffer more power plant emissions. 

3. 2C is neither a “Great” nor a “Green” Deal. These agreements favor Xcel on most points. 
n The Partnership Agreement requires Boulder to support Xcel as “...a healthy utility company.”  There is no 

reciprocal obligation on Xcel’s part to support the City of Boulder.   
n There is no committed funding from Xcel for Boulder’s renewable energy goals. Clean energy projects 

Boulder aspires to undertake will potentially require Xcel and PUC approval, legislation, or years of research.   
n Xcel will remain reliant on large, centralized fossil fuel plants, while Boulder has suppliers ready to 

bring us 100% renewable electricity that will be both cleaner and lower cost.  

2C   –THE FACTS 

Our No on 2C Partners include:

COMPETITION:  
NO to monopoly control 
which cuts off our choices. 
 

COMMUNITY: 
NO to inequitable  
access to renewable 
energy. 

CLIMATE:  
NO to Xcel’s fossil-
heavy energy mix 
for likely 20 years.   
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Boulder has bids* to  
supply 100% renewable 
energy by 2030 at lower 

rates than Xcel &  
alternative financing for 
local power completion.  

WE HAVE OPTIONS!

THIS JUST IN: 

COST:   
NO to a blank check 
franchise agreement. 

Why Vote NO on 2C 

Boulder voters are being asked to decide whether they support a 
complex set of 20-year agreements with Xcel Energy that could be 
difficult to end. The main reasons to Vote No are: 

Progress Now 
Colorado

*https://www-static.bouldercolorado.gov/docs/RFP_Summary_of_Results-1-202010071651.pdf



4. There is more financial risk if Boulder goes into an Xcel franchise. 
n Boulder would have fewer opportunities to pursue alternatives that would provide more renewable  

electricity at a faster rate and at a savings of tens of millions of dollars per year.   
n Boulder would be responsible for our share of Xcel’s stranded fossil fuel assets (over $1 billion), and 

their hefty infrastructure spending (over $7.6 billion in the next five years).   
n Ratepayers would continue to bear the cost of Xcel’s repeated rate increases designed to boost  

shareholder earnings – no matter how cheap renewable electricity becomes.   

5. This is very likely a 20-Year decision – Opt-outs are complicated and risky. 
n Xcel has brought numerous lawsuits to block Boulder’s efforts to exercise our Constitutional right to form 

a municipal utility.  These Xcel lawsuits have led many to strongly suspect that Xcel will make exiting proposed 
agreements difficult – likely leading to lengthy court challenges and causing prohibitive expenses. 

n The earliest Boulder could leave the franchise would be after a Nov. 2024 vote,  
making revival of the local power effort problematic at best.  There would likely be significant 
loss of knowledge and expertise over those years, and many expensive technical and financial  
updates about Boulder and Xcel systems would be needed to restart the process. 

6. There is no need for voters to decide on a franchise now. There is no rush!  
n Xcel is required to continue providing electricity whether we sign a franchise or not. 
n Boulder is being forced to make a 20-year commitment decision in a very rushed 

manner in the middle of a pandemic.  There has been no meaningful community involvement 
in the negotiations, no time for the city to fully analyze the cost of the agreements or to  
compare with alternatives, and little time to educate voters about this important decision. 

n Voters need to know what they would get and what they would lose.  So far, voters 
do not know either. 

7.  We can have more renewable energy without Xcel.  Xcel is not moving fast 
enough to meet climate challenges.   
n Boulder can move faster, and further, than Xcel.  In 2018 & 2020, Boulder received proposals from electricity 

providers that meet its clean energy goals by 2030 at lower prices, including options for financing local power. 
n Staying with Xcel trumps democracy — Energy decisions will be made by Xcel and the PUC, not Boulder.   

Staying with Xcel creates major barriers, limiting: rooftop and community solar, batteries, local microgrids, new rate  
structures, energy incentives, third party ownership, energy sharing, and others. 

n Our neighbors will receive 50% of their energy from non-carbon resources by the end of 2020:  
Longmont, Estes Park, Loveland, and Fort Collins.  Colorado Springs, and Tri-State (serving CO rural electric coops) 
all plan to retire all coal generation by 2030.  Xcel Energy plans to operate coal plants until 2041 and 2070. 

8.  The 2020 agreements are unenforceable. Xcel is not bound to implementing Boulder’s policies 
and programs.    
n Read the fine print! The Partnership Agreement (PA) does not obligate Xcel to work towards more progressive 

energy initiatives or specify concrete deliverables (e.g.  eliminating or changing the 120% rooftop solar limit Xcel 
fought hard to impose in the first place).  There are no project deadlines or committed funding.   

n If 2C passes, Boulder will have to continue to pay its own legislative lobbyists and PUC attorneys, while we 
also continue to pay for Xcel’s political influencers through our utility rates.   

9. Boulder ratepayers will pay the franchise fee. Xcel is just the middleman.    
n Don’t be fooled! Boulder ratepayers will pay the franchise fee.  Xcel will collect the franchise fee from you 

every month and pass that on to the city.  If we enter into a franchise, where you currently see the “Boulder  
Occupation Tax” on your electric and gas bill, those lines will read “Franchise Fee”.  The franchise agreement has no 
effect on city finances.  The city will get the same revenue from the franchise fee that the city currently gets from 
the Utiliity Occupation Tax (UOT) while out of franchise.
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